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P0D Scanner Goals and 
Specifications

Scan every P0Dule before next P0Dule is constructed
roughly three day maximum cycle; goal is one day

Transverse positions of bars to ±0.2mm
tracking resolution per doublet is ~2mm for a muon
transverse size varies, in principle ±0.5mm. bars are not straight

Light yield as a function of length along the bar
photosensor-fiber coupling and mirror efficiency varies
fiber attenuation varies to a lesser extent
measure every 5cm (the ±1σ light collection length is ~10cm) to 
2-3% precision
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Elements of the Scanner

Most recent analysis is that TFB electronics can be used for 
the scanner (measuring a current excursion from source)

If I weren’t here, I’d be in that meeting finding out the status
USB280 Doc-Db 11, analysis by KSM and Alfons from April, shows: 
10 mCi and 0.5 s/point gives 2%
We need bench measurement at some point, but don’t yet have the 
hardware to do this
It is a concern; this application does not seem to have the full
attention of the electronics group.  Is this fair?

DAQ is separated into two parts
scanner DAQ reports position as a function of time
match to data from local instance of UK teststand DAQ
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Mechanical Design
Scale the MINERvA scanner

allows significant reuse of mechanical
design, motion control software
P0D scanner is smaller
scanner will be at table
height and P0D assembly
table will roll in to scanner

Scaling goal would be to reduce costs of 
constructing the assembly

tradeoff of re-engineering vs. cost savings addressed
cost of MINERvA scanner is ~$0.11MUSD
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MINERvA Proof of Principle: 
Mechanical

MINERvA scanner is now in final assembly stages
will be commissioned at the end of October
still time to feed back any surprises into P0D scanner design

Here are some big pieces of steel…
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MINERvA Proof of Principle: 
Transverse Position

Measurement is done by source response as a function 
of position while scanning perpendicular to the bar

P0D bars = MINERvA bars;
assembly details are different
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Schedule
Final mechanical designs, December 15th

Parts orders from outside vendors, January 15th

driven by frame fabrication time

Parts all delivered for initial integration mechanical 
integration (Rochester), March 15th

Delivery to Stony Brook and commissioning, April 1st

Fully operational in production mode, June 1st
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